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“Protest all you want,” he says, “It won't change the fact that this thing we have between us, it's undeniable.” Olivia Wilder fell in love with
Jackson Lockewood the first time she laid her eyes on him. She gave him her heart and her love, and ended up alone, heartbroken and with
scars that were almost too much for her to bear. Seven years later, they cross paths again. Jackson is everything she remembers, only more
irresistible. Underneath his disdain, his desire to possess her lights a response within her, but she has no desire to rekindle their past, or face
the pain of all those years ago. However, Jackson has no intention of making it easy for her, this time he's determined to make her pay for the
past, and for the future they should have had, even if it means destroying her in the process.
Lacking the money to open a bed and breakfast in her parents' summer house in Michigan, former magazine editor Kate takes a questionable
undercover job from a brewery owner who wants to find out who has been sabotaging his company, a situation that is compromised by Kate's
distaste for beer and her crush on her employer. Co-written the best-selling author of the Stephanie Plum series. 1 million first printing.
When Rylee Hawkins is in trouble, Devon Hamilton steps away from the HIS command center and into the field. When danger comes
knocking and the threat against Rylee becomes real, Devon gears up for a fight, and like their one hot night in Vegas, all bets are off.
As CEO of Dawson Clothing, Luke Dawson doesn't have time to babysit his new assistant. Her terrible fashion sense, shy demeanor and
weird obsession with peanut butter sandwiches should leave him cold. So, why can't he stop thinking about her? Why does her fragility and
sweetness call so strongly to him? And why the hell does he keep having vivid and hot-as-hell sex dreams about her? It's normal for a boss
to want his assistant on her knees in front of him. Right? Jane Smith is desperate. Caring for her ailing foster mother has left her broke and
starving. Her new job as Luke Dawson's assistant brings both a pay raise and hope for her dismal situation. Sure, her new boss has a
reputation of being demanding and not prone to giving second chances, but a girl can deal with a difficult boss if her only other option is
starving to death. It's just unfortunate that her new boss is also gorgeous and sexier than any man has the right to be. It's normal for an
assistant to want to be on her knees in front of her boss. Right? Mixing business with pleasure is bound to get messy...
They can’t stand each other…or can they? For years, hard work and perseverance have been the tenets by which Santiago Vila lived his life.
As such, he’s achieved everything he’s gone after. Except Abena Dubango. She’s the total package of brains, beauty, and a sense of
humor. Even though she wears another man’s ring, he’s never forgotten the moments they spent together. And he’ll make sure she
doesn’t, either. Abena has plans. Get married, have children, and live happily ever after. She even has a fiancé to achieve her goals. But two
things stand in her way: Santiago Vila, and her undeniable attraction to him.
My name is ROSE NEWTON, and I sell my body on the streets of San Francisco. I'm what you call society's dirty little secret. On the outside,
I'm in control, the woman who makes her own rules and gives nothing away for free. Inside, I'm broken and numb. Torn and shattered by my
past, my life is nothing more than the lost fragments of what's left of me. SHANE WEST represents everything that's foreign to me. He's
brave, kind, funny, gorgeous and persistent. When fate brings us face to face, an undeniable attraction blazes between us. He becomes the
constant I've never had and the only man I'll ever trust. There is nothing simple about falling in love when you're keeping a secret like mine.
*Reader's discretion advised. Certain content might not be suitable for some readers.
Teens waging a war of practical jokes declare peace when they fall for one another in this charming YA romantic comedy from Jessica
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Pennington. They have a love-hate relationship with summer. Sidney and Asher should have clicked. Two star swimmers forced to spend
their summers on a lake together sounds like the perfect match. But it’s the same every year—in between cookouts and boat rides and familyimposed bonfires, Sidney and Asher spend the dog days of summer finding the ultimate ways to prank each other. And now, after their senior
year, they’re determined to make it the most epic yet. But their plans are thrown in sudden jeopardy when their feud causes their families to
be kicked out of their beloved lake houses. Once in their new accommodations, Sidney expects the prank war to continue as usual. But then
she gets a note—Meet me at midnight. And Asher has a proposition for her: join forces for one last summer of epic pranks, against a shared
enemy—the woman who kicked them out. Their truce should make things simpler, but six years of tormenting one another isn’t so easy to
ignore. Kind of like the undeniable attraction growing between them. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Loyal to a fault, shape-shifting Lemurian warrior Saar will do anything for his king and sports a horrific scar across his face to prove it.
Shunned by females of his own kind due to his gruesome features, he swore off intimate relationships long ago. When he rescues his sworn
enemy from certain death, he must decide between his loyalty to his best friend or the female that has clawed her way into his heart.Bear
shape-shifter Kaelyn keeps males at arm¿s length as those she loves tend to die. To complicate matters, she now works for the enemy she
once despised. When she encounters the sexy male warrior she fought on the battlefield, she¿s drawn to him for all the wrong reasons and
must fight her desire for him if either is to survive.
Warning: This is not a typical, sappy love story. This is an all-consuming, soul-crushing, tear-your-heart-into-pieces story. It's intense, gritty
and raw, dark and disturbing, and it doesn't happen overnight. This is an epic love story that knows no boundaries and has no time limits. It
grows and develops—with hurt, sacrifice, and heartache—over the span of a lifetime. Eva Fox is the princess of the Silver Demons Motorcycle
Club. Growing up with bikers in the club lifestyle is all that she knows. When she's a young girl, Eva meets the reason for her existence.
Deuce West is the sexy, biker bad-ass of the Hell's Horsemen Motorcycle Club. Like Eva, he was born and raised in the club—but that's where
the similarities end. Their first meeting is innocent, but as Eva matures into a woman, their chance reunions evolve into a fit of lust and love.
Fate continues to bring them together time and time again, but their twisted journey is filled with pain, betrayal, and bloodshed that could tear
them apart. Eva sees in Deuce what he cannot see in himself—a man worthy of love—and Eva spends her lifetime proving to him that her
undeniable love is the one thing he can't live without. This is Eva and Deuce's story. It wasn't easy. Nothing worth doing ever is.And love is
worth everything
FBI Agent Joe Roberts wants that instant chemistry with a woman like the ones his sisters have with their husbands. After years of searching,
he finds it with Dr. Madeline Pierce. The problem-she's his contact on a dangerous case. When Madeline discovers an extensive operation of
meth production and distribution within her medical research facility, Joe goes undercover as her boyfriend to determine the degree of
company involvement. They determine the meth is financing a volatile nano-drug. The small West Michigan farming town is in turmoil over
horrific animal attacks. Someone is experimenting outside the laboratory. Are human test subjects next? With the help of Joe's sister, Eva,
who works at the local clinic, and her law enforcement husband, Matt, Joe and Madeline hunt for this new bio-weapon. Will Joe and Madeline
give in to temptation? She thinks he's playing her like the men from her past. He needs to convince her otherwise.
Gabriella Santos wants to start over someplace where no one knows her. Some place safe. A lodge in the middle of the remote Montana
mountains seems perfect-despite the cold. Running from her life in South America, she expects ice and snow, but what she doesn't expect is
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her immediate and intense attraction to Kade Jackson who is a sexy as he is ornery. The last thing Kade wants in his life is a woman.
Particularly one who clouds his instincts and challenges everything he's come to believe about love and mates. But Ella is no ordinary
woman, and she just might be worth opening up to. But before he can let himself commit, Kade must come to terms with his past, and the
secrets that altered everyone's lives forever. Gabriella has secrets of her own and when they catch up with her, Kade must make a decision:
Stay rooted in the past and lose her forever or finally allow himself to trust his instincts to save the woman he loves. If it's not too late.
Ivy is straight-laced, orderly and responsible. She's also in love with her boss, Gabe. When Ivy started working for him at his private
investigation firm three years ago, she was instantly drawn to him. He's everything she's not and everything she wants- rough, gritty, sexy,
impulsive... Ivy decides to make some changes in order to gain Gabe's attention, but in doing so she inadvertently draws the eye of an
unwanted admirer. Gabe is forced to take her, and her rambunctious cousin, Tessa, into his home for their protection. But with Ivy in such
close quarters, Gabe's resolve to stay away from the once shy beauty begins to dissolve at a rapid pace.
The Unbecoming of Mara Dyer meets The Fifth Wave in this chilling and explosive new series from author Kimberly Derting. The last thing
Kyra Agnew remembers is a flash of bright light. She awakes to discover that five whole years have passed. Everyone in her life has moved
on—her parents are divorced, her boyfriend is in college and dating her best friend—but Kyra's still the sixteen-year-old she was when she
vanished. She finds herself drawn to Tyler, her boyfriend's kid brother, despite her best efforts to ignore this growing attraction. In order to
find out the truth, the two of them decide to retrace her steps from that fateful night. They discover that there are others who have been
"taken," just like Kyra. But Kyra is the first person to have been returned past the forty-eight-hour taken mark. With a determined secret
government agency after her, Kyra desperately tries to find an explanation and reclaim the life she once had . . . but what if the life she wants
back is not her own?
Instant New York Times and Indie Bestseller! New York Times bestselling author Renée Ahdieh returns with a sumptuous, sultry and
romantic new series set in 19th century New Orleans where vampires hide in plain sight. In 1872, New Orleans is a city ruled by the dead.
But to seventeen-year-old Celine Rousseau, New Orleans is a safe haven after she's forced to flee her life as a dressmaker in Paris. Taken in
by the sisters of the Ursuline convent in the middle of the carnival season, Celine is quickly enraptured by the vibrant city, from its music to its
fancy soirées and even its danger. She becomes embroiled in the city's glitzy underworld, known as La Cour des Lions, after catching the eye
of the group's enigmatic leader, Sébastien Saint Germain. When the body of one of the girls from the convent is found in Sébastien's own
lair--the second dead girl to turn up in recent weeks--Celine battles her attraction to Sébastien and suspicions about his guilt along with the
shame of her own horrible secret. After a third murder, New Orleans becomes gripped by the terror of a serial killer on the loose--one who
has now set Celine in his sights. As the murderer stalks her, Celine finally takes matters into her own hands, only to find herself caught in the
midst of an age-old feud between the darkest creatures of the night, where the price of forbidden love is her life. At once a sultry romance and
a decadent, thrilling mystery, master storyteller Renée Ahdieh embarks on her most potent fantasy series yet.
Orange Is the New Black meets Jennifer Probst’s New York Times bestselling Marriage to a Billionaire trilogy, featuring a strong-minded
prison tutor who discovers that her sexy bad-boy student is far more than he appears to be. Haunted by nightmares of her father’s street
murder fifteen years ago, Kat Lane decides to face her fears and uphold his legacy of helping others by teaching inmates at a New York
prison. There she meets arrogant Wesley Carter, who’s as handsome as he is dangerous, as mysterious as he is quick-witted, and with a
reputation that ensures people will keep their distance. As teacher and student, Kat and Carter are forced to leave their animosities at the
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door and learn that one should never judge a book by its cover. As Carter’s barriers begin to crumble, Kat realizes there’s much more to her
angry student than she thought, leaving them to face a new, perilous obstacle: their undeniable attraction to one another. When Carter is
released and Kat continues to tutor him on the outside, the obstacles mount. Can they fight the odds to make their relationship work? Will
Kat’s family and friends ever accept her being with someone of his background? And will Kat’s discovery of Carter’s role on the night her
father died force them apart forever...or unite them?
Savor the seduction The lush mountains of Brazil provide a stunning location for a business trip—or a wild, unexpected romance. International
real estate agent Nicole Parks isn’t expecting the latter, but she’s quickly falling under the spell of incredibly handsome French vintner
Destin Dechamps. The man is as delicious as the fine blends he creates. Yet he’s out to sabotage the deal that will guarantee her a
promotion and the adoption she’s been longing for. Destin lost both his wife and his career when his family winery burned down. Gradually
he’s found meaning in a new plan—defy his father, keep the land and rebuild. He can’t afford to fantasize about a gorgeous Realtor who’s
been hired to interrupt his scheme—even unknowingly. When a rainstorm traps them together, attraction spills over into intoxicating pleasure.
With both their dreams in the balance, is there room for a sweet, intense fling to deepen into love?
They both had secrets that could drive people apart—or bring them together forever . . . Keeping his inner demons at bay means Blake
Malone has more than enough trouble on his plate. He doesn’t need any extra complications. But that’s exactly what he gets when, on his
way to North Dakota, he leaves his truck unattended—and returns to find a beautiful woman sleeping in the front seat. Opal Allen seems to
have a knack for attracting trouble. Which is why she isn’t about to tell her new road trip companion the real reason she needs to hightail it
out of town. But Blake has a way of seeing right through her, which is both terrifying and exhilarating. Now her biggest problem is figuring out
how to resist their undeniable attraction. Because once this road trip is over, she plans on never seeing Blake again. But the best adventures
don’t go according to plan.
Once Upon a Time meets Game of Thrones in New York Times bestselling author Gena Showalter’s magical, romantic dark fantasy series,
in which the fairy tales we know and love are prophecies of the future. Welcome to the Forest of Good and Evil, where villains may be heroes
and heroes may be villains...it all depends on who you ask. In the realm of Enchantia, creatures of legend still exist, magic is the norm, and
fairy tales are real. Raised in the human world, Everly Morrow has no idea she’s a fairy-tale princess—until she begins to commune with
mirrors. Soon, a horrifying truth is revealed. She is fated to be Snow White’s greatest enemy, the Evil Queen. With powers beyond her
imagination or control, Everly returns to the land of her birth. There, she meets Roth Charmaine, the supposed Prince Charming. Their
attraction is undeniable, but their relationship is doomed. As Everly faces disasters and betrayals, giving in to her dark side proves more
tempting. Can she resist, or will she become the villain she was born to be? Critics love The Evil Queen: “Showalter (the Everlife books)
delivers an entertaining series opener that condemns prejudice while championing self-determination. Romance-sweet and steamy, gay and
straight-features prominently, action and humor abound, and the mystery of how each character figures into the legend imparts
intrigue.”—Publishers Weekly “The novel's conceit has a lot of potential with its deconstruction of a cherished fairy tale, an interesting take on
good and evil as actions rather than fate, and a long cast of characters in ever evolving roles that will leave readers wondering who they are
supposed to be.”—Kirkus Reviews The Forest of Good and Evil Series: The Evil Queen The Glass Queen

Secrets kept can only be trouble... Though Cape Diablo had a reputation for being cursed, Willa St.Clare–the only eyewitness to a
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murder investigation–found the remote island the perfect place to disappear. Only, she was being followed... A case of mistaken
identity put undercover cop Landry Jones and Willa at cross–purposes. And though a mysterious entity on the island wanted to
make sure Willa remained deadly silent, her only hope for survival rested on Landry's too–broad shoulders. But as the danger
around them escalated, was their undeniable attraction the greatest risk of all?
One night of passion… Burkes of Sheridan Falls When a family wedding reunites Melissa Conwell with Aaron Burke, she’s
determined to prove she’s over the gorgeous soccer star who broke her heart years before. Newly single Aaron wants another
chance with Melissa and engineers a plan for a full-throttle seduction. Will Melissa risk heartbreak again for the elusive dream of a
happily-ever-after?
Two billionaires and strapping alpha male cowboys. A woman looking for a fresh start. A heck of a wild ride-giddy up... From
Amazon Bestseller Scarlett Avery comes a saucy, steamy and a fast-paced ride ménage romance. Down on her luck, twenty-three
year old Allison Randal finds herself without a boyfriend, a home or a job within a matter of weeks. Desperate, the chaos in her life
sends her seeking refuge in her best friend's basement. She needs space and time to pick up the pieces of her shattered life and
to find the courage to start over. Just when she thinks her entire existence is sinking faster than the Titanic, her best friend Gwyn
surprises her with life-changing news. Against all odds, Allison lands her dream job and she flies from New York to Denver to
spend the summer as the assistant to one of the most popular food bloggers and celebrity chefs in America. Unbeknownst to her,
she's about to embark on the most heart-stopping, mind-blowing and jaw-dropping adventure of her life. Billionaires' Indulgence is
full of surprises, twists and turns that will leave you on the edge of your seat right until you hit the HEA ending! ****There are
strictly NO M/M or MMF scenes and NO bisexual themes in this alpha male ménage. My dirty-talking alpha males are SOLELY
devoted to the woman who's the object of their desire.**** 1-Click this hotter-than-hell alpha male ménage romance and lose
yourself in a world of unadulterated pleasure!
Mia spends the summer after her sophomore year healing after a failed relationship. In an attempt to move forward she makes the
decision to start her junior year at a new school in a new city, leaving behind her comfortable life in California.Mia makes quick
friends and is drawn into the exciting world of college hockey, where she meets Dex. There is an instant and undeniable attraction
between them. Moving to Boston will be life changing for Mia, but will it end with love or will she be left with more heartbreak?
A former slave finds danger, intrigue, and passion undercover as a spy in first of this Civil War–era romance series from an awardwinning author. Elle Burns is a former slave with a passion for justice and an eidetic memory. Trading in her life of freedom in
Massachusetts, she returns to the indignity of slavery in the South—to spy for the Union Army. Malcolm McCall is a detective for
Pinkerton’s Secret Service. Subterfuge is his calling, but he’s facing his deadliest mission yet—risking his life to infiltrate a Rebel
enclave in Virginia. Two undercover agents who share a common cause—and an undeniable attraction—Malcolm and Elle join
forces when they discover a plot that could turn the tide of the war in the Confederacy’s favor. Caught in a tightening web of
wartime intrigue, and fighting a fiery and forbidden love, Malcolm and Elle must make their boldest move to preserve the Union at
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any cost—even if it means losing each other. . . An Entertainment Weekly TOP 10 ROMANCE BOOKS OF THE YEAR A Bookpage
TOP PICK A Kirkus BEST BOOKS OF 2017 A Vulture TOP 10 ROMANCE BOOKS OF 2017 A Publishers Weekly BEST BOOKS
OF 2017 A Booklist TOP 10 ROMANCE FICTION 2017 “Richly detailed setting, heart-stopping plot, and unforgettable
characters.” —Deanna Raybourn, New York Times–bestselling author “You should absolutely read this book, immediately, if you
haven’t already. . . . This book is a marvelous, intelligent, respectful, breathtaking treat for your brain.” —Smart Bitches, Trashy
Books
Running from the fear of commitment, Tristan Williams pushed away the only woman he ever had feelings for and turned to the
one girl he knew he didn't love. Ryn Webster thought she had found love with Tristan until he casted her aside. The journey of life
can cause unexpected turns, altering the planned course. Will Tristan and Ryn's bottle be tossed about, lost in the rocky waves of
life? Or will calm seas prevail to help Tristan and Ryn finally find their journey of love...together?
Working for the summer as a runner on a television show filmed in London, Gabi is surrounded by fascinating people, especially
flirtatious Spencer Black, but when he goes from extra to a featured role, it could mean another break-up for Gabi.
From Colleen Hoover, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of It Ends With Us, a heart-wrenching love story that proves
attraction at first sight can be messy. When Tate Collins meets airline pilot Miles Archer, she doesn't think it's love at first sight.
They wouldn’t even go so far as to consider themselves friends. The only thing Tate and Miles have in common is an undeniable
mutual attraction. Once their desires are out in the open, they realize they have the perfect set-up. He doesn’t want love, she
doesn’t have time for love, so that just leaves the sex. Their arrangement could be surprisingly seamless, as long as Tate can
stick to the only two rules Miles has for her. Never ask about the past. Don’t expect a future. They think they can handle it, but
realize almost immediately they can’t handle it at all. Hearts get infiltrated. Promises get broken. Rules get shattered. Love gets
ugly.
Sasha knows she shouldn't cross that line, but when she finds herself alone with Craig, late at night, no one around and a jar of
chocolate sauce sitting there between them... What's the harm in just a taste? 18+. This is a hot short story and the first in the An
Undeniable Attraction series.
This title has been removed from sale by Penguin Group, USA.
A reaction like this is impossible to ignore... Physics teacher Fenton Keene is looking forward to a summer of doing nothing but hanging out
with friends and maybe getting into a little trouble - nothing he can't control of course. Things never seem to go that way. Fen meets his
building's newest temporary resident. A too hot to handle fireman named Kevin. He's sexy, he's sure of himself, and he's happy to show Fen
the ropes and then some. Fen's been attracted to men before, but he's never taken it all the way. Not until now. Fen and Kevin have an
intense summer fling, but that fling turns from physical to, well... more. Just when Fen's ready to fall in love, Kevin has to go back to San
Diego. Hours between them and separate lives make their budding romance nearly impossible - but what's happening between them is too
strong. Fen didn't have a chance to resist. ** This book is a second edition. It was originally published under the title Impractical Magic **
From New York Times bestselling author Wendy Lindstrom comes an unforgettable, deeply emotional novel about a marriage of
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convenience, undeniable attraction, and and dark secrets. A Marriage of Convenience – And Heart-Wrenching Revelations. When dire
circumstances force Amelia Drake to marry her father’s business competitor, Kyle Grayson, she vows to make the best of her arrangement
with her handsome, stubborn new husband. Despite their undeniable attraction to each other, Kyle has been wounded and he guards his
emotions as closely as she guards her secrets. Can she ever trust him enough to share the truth about her past? Can she forgive his own
dark revelations? Can she awaken the warm, passionate man he conceals behind his staunch business demeanor before their secrets tear
them apart? Romantic Times 4-1/2 star Top Pick! “An emotionally powerful and heart-tugging story... impossible to put down.”—Kathe Robin,
RT Bookclub “Totally addictive read. Loved every page and did not want the book to end.”—Patt Grotenhouse New Cover—same great book!
Completely and professionally re-edited for your reading pleasure.
Undeniable AttractionCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
If sexy alphas and quick-witted heroines is your thing, you're going to LOVE this book!Ivy is straightlaced, orderly, responsible and she's also
in love with her hot as hell boss, Gabe.He’s everything she’s not and everything she wants— rough, gritty, sexy and impulsive.Ivy decides to
make some changes in order to gain Gabe's attention, but in doing so, she inadvertently draws the eye of an unwanted admirer.When Gabe
realises Ivy is in danger, he forces her and her unfortunately annoying cousin, Tessa, into his home for their protection. But with the woman
he once thought shy, in such close quarters, his resolve to keep his hands to himself begins to dissolve at a rapid pace.
After losing her job as an inn manager, Darcy Conti goes to work for a local tour company and ends up falling for her boss's son, the man she
was hired to replace.
It was meant to be a one-time thing. One night they could let go of the restrictive chains their everyday lives bound them in. When a new
client file turns out to belong to the woman Abe slept with three months ago, he does something he has never done before. He goes against
company policy, one he created, and places himself on the case as her full-time bodyguard. It's not bad enough her father's political
aspirations have landed Kalista in hot water, she's about to have a twenty-four-seven shadow too. Far from happy about the added
protection, and hating the idea of constantly being watched. But then she meets her new bodyguard. Now that Abe has Kalista so close again
he knows he wants to keep her. When the threats against her escalate, he's forced to act. But will his new-found attachment to Kalista make
him a liability or their greatest asset?
RobertThe moment I saw her, I knew she was my one, except she didn't feel the same. Brokenhearted, I return home, needing the solace it
offers.KatieMy biggest regret is walking away from the man I love. When our paths cross once more, I'm determined to see this through.Can
these two admit their faults and find the love of a lifetime?**Warning**This is an insta-love, quick, sexy short story. The characters fall and fall
fast for the object of their desire. If you like instant chemistry, can't deny that feeling, type of attraction between characters then this book is
for you! Subject matter is for those over the age of 18.
Free-spirited reporter Mia Carrera doesn't believe in fairy tales or in dating single fathers. After her boyfriend dumps her to go back with his
ex, Mia quits her job and moves to Coronado Island. She's determined to make a fresh start at the local paper and become the star reporter
she knows she is, only to discover that her new boss is the heartless man who fired her ten years ago in New York. Single father Alex
Mitchell recently accepted the position of editor-in-chief of the Coronado Eagle & Journal. His stable life is challenged with the arrival of new
reporter Mia Carrera, the feisty dark-haired rebel who manages to push his buttons in and out of the office. When their worlds collide, an
undeniable attraction develops between them as they drive each other crazy. Will the magic of a small island bring them together, or will life
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pull them apart once again?

Edwardian Romance and History Gains a Twist of Suspense Rosemary Gresham has no family beyond the band of
former urchins that helped her survive as a girl in the mean streets of London. Grown now, they concentrate on stealing
high-value items and have learned how to blend into upper-class society. But when Rosemary must determine whether a
certain wealthy gentleman is loyal to Britain or to Germany, she is in for the challenge of a lifetime. How does one steal a
family's history, their very name? Peter Holstein, given his family's German blood, writes his popular series of adventure
novels under a pen name. With European politics boiling and his own neighbors suspicious of him, Peter debates
whether it might be best to change his name for good. When Rosemary shows up at his door pretending to be a historian
and offering to help him trace his family history, his question might be answered. But as the two work together and
Rosemary sees his gracious reaction to his neighbors' scornful attacks, she wonders if her assignment is going down the
wrong path. Is it too late to help him prove that he's more than his name?
From USA Today bestselling author Melanie Harlow comes a heartwarming childhood frenemies-to-lovers, second
chance romance!When we were eleven, Oliver Ford Pemberton dared me to jump off a barn roof. He said you couldn't
break a leg from a 12-foot jump.He lied.(You can also break a collarbone, which served him right as far as I was
concerned.) I wish I could say it was the last dare I ever took from him, the last bet I ever made with him, the last time I
ever trusted Oliver Ford Pemberton.But it wasn't. Because he had the nerve to grow up gorgeous, charming, and sexy.
And as we got older, the dares only got dirtier--and the betting stakes higher--until finally, he left me in pieces. I swore I'd
never talk to him again.But twenty years after I took that flying leap, he's back in my life, daring me to risk everything for
him: my job, my self-worth, and my heart. How many chances does true love deserve?
Mia had accepted her life for what it was. It was better than what her mother told her she deserved, so she counted
herself lucky. Until the day she found out she was pregnant. Guilt had been Kai's constant companion most of his life. It
was a part of him, forcibly fine-tuning his protective instincts, moulding him into the man he had become. When their fates
collide, emotions run high, hormones go haywire, hearts are put on the line and once again Kai is forced to face his
demons when Mia's old life comes to find her.
Can she put her past behind her long enough for him to sweep her off her feet? Ashlynn has come a long way since
surviving a life altering attack at the hands of her boyfriend five years ago. She's stronger than ever, but will she ever be
able to trust another man that deeply again? The moment Axel laid eyes on Ashlynn he knew she was the one. However,
convincing her of that will take more effort than he's ever had to put in for a woman before. Winning over Ashlynn and
teaching her to trust again will take every ounce of Axel's charm, charisma and determination. But will it all be for naught
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when her ex shows up determined to get Ashlynn back, whether she wants him or not?
Failure is not an option. A man must fight to save himself and the one he loves before it's too late. Finnick Doyle is a
scientist who decides to spend the winter at a remote outpost in Labrador, studying the effects of climate change and
looking for ways to reverse it. Maintenance man Dalton Barnes is everything Finnick isn't, but the two are immediately
drawn to each other. Finnick tries to ignore his growing attraction, despite Dalton's obvious advances, but when Dalton
proves to be a literal lifesaver, Finnick finally gives in to his feelings. Despite their differences, the two men quickly grow
close. The maintenance man proves to be more than he seems too, even helping Finnick with his research. As they
study their findings, they discover something that may put everyone in danger. Will Dalton and Finnick live long enough
to pursue their relationship? Can Finnick save himself and Dalton before it's too late? Please Note: This book contains
adult language & steamy adult activities, it is intended for 18+ Adults Only. Novel, approx. 30,000 words in length. HEA
(happy ever after ending). Does not end with a "cliffhanger." Themes include: Canada, Newfoundland & Labrador,
climate change, opposites attract, scientists, survival
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